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U.A.R. Ambassador Talks

Germans to Come Here,
Ryan to Announce Today

held together by nails. You could
lean up against a door and break
into the apartment."

No measures have been taken
to compensate for this possible
"security risk," according to
Carry.

Robert Rarog (SFS'76) an
occupant of an adjoining apart
ment commented, "The manage
ment of Alban Towers promised
us a new apartment in early
December and we're still waiting
for it. His roommate, Francis
Barber, (SFS'73 Special-Student)
noted that the hallway and some
apartments in the area where the
fire occurred are still covered with
soot and need to be repainted.

Regarding fire-related damage,
Mr. P.F. Travis, Vice-President of
Property, Inc. which manages
Alban Towers said, "The Univer
sity took bids on what was
fire-related. The walls were
cleaned and washed, but the
insurance company said not to
paint them for insurance pur
poses. "

Mr. Kenneth Salyards. Business
Manager of InvestrT;ent Properties
for the University said, "The
insurance company has given us
the go-ahead and we've begun
repair work." HI.' attribu ted any
delays to the need for "specifica
tions (which) must IX' made
because the damage exceeds
$50,000." Also, "repair work
must be tied into one contract."

Salyards added, "weve ex
pended a lot of money on
clean-up between the time of the
fire and now."

He said, "Work and main
tenance is being done and new
doors will be put on this week."

Salyards said, "Just tell the
kids to bear with us and we'll iron
it out."

Educational Affairs Vice-President the Rev. Edmund G. Ryan, S.J. and
Dr. Schwartz-Schilling of the Gennan Federal Republic have reached
agreement on the detail of a plan that would send German students to
the United States.

by Melaine Bieros
The effects of a fire in an

Alban Towers apartment last
October continue to present
security risks and uncomfor
table living conditions in
neighboring apartments, ac
cording to residents of the
adjoining apartments.

James Carry (ColI'74) com
plained, "The six or seven doors
which the firemen had to break
on their way to the fire are being

Alban Students Blast
Failure to Repair Apt.

states to "seek justice for the
wrongs we have suffered for over
a quarter of a century."

Dr. Ghorbal also discussed the
current peace talks "You cannot
have a peace based on injustice. '"
He added "There must be a
second disengagement and with
drawal of troops on the Syrian
front," otherwise there "could be
no progress on the negotiations.

The ambassador refused to
speculate when the Arab oil
embargo might end, but noted
that Saudi Arabia has proposed
that prices be reduced. He also
hinted that the embargo might be
lifted soon "if conditions were
righ t."

Chordal added, "The measures
of the Arab coun tries ini tiallv
didn't include a price hike." Thi~
was initiated by the Shah of Iran,
he said.

The diplomat said that Egypt
has plans to repair the Suez Canal
and have the passageway oper
ating within six months of the
treaty ratification.

part of the Foreign Service
School's Dean's office semi
nar program.

The Arab diplomat discussed
the search for a settlement to the
Arab Israeli dispute. "It is still an
explosive issue, one that could go
off anytime," he said.

The ambassador. a recent guest
on CBS's Face the Nation, said
that the situation in the Middle
East is a "powder keg which could
go off at any time." He also
defended Egypt's actions which
started the October war.

"We were not crashing borders.
We were crossing our canal into
our own terri tory. " C horbal
added that the, maneuver was
carried out with "great restraint"
and compared the tacucs to those
of the Israelis'. Dr. Ghordal
charged that the Israelis had
directed their attacks against civi
lian targets such as the Egyptian
city of Port Said.

The diplomat added that the
war was an attempt by the ArabDEAN KROGH

days of operation.
The present operation, initi

ated last summer by core Execu
tive Vice President Bud Culligan
(SFS'76) and Tony Natale, is
scheduled for expansion next

(Continued on page 6)

by Robert Daly
The Egyptian ambassador

to the United States, Dr.
Ashraf Ghorbal, spoke before
a capacity crowd in the
Palms Lounge, Wednesday, as

In SFS Dean's Office

by Bill Mays
The West German Government will announce this morning its acceptance of a plan

designed to bring large numbers of German students to study at American colleges and
universities. The program, known as The Student Exchange Program (STEP), was formulated
by Fr. Edmund G. Ryan, S.J., executive vice-president for educational affairs at Georgetown,
and Dr. Christian Schwarz-Schilling, a political leader of the German Christian Union (CDU).

The STEP program will send applications in recent years. Missouri, Michigan, Washington
500 German gymnasia graduates Although Georgetown itself state, Texas, and the District of
from the state of Rheinland-Pfalz has no empty seats, and finds its Columbia.
to America as part of a four year applications for admission in- All of the 500 students will
program. creasing by eight per cent annu- first come to Georgetown to take

The pilot program was worked ally, Fr. Ryan said, "Georgetown part in an orientation program
out by STEP and the Cultural is coordinating STEP as a public designed to provide an intensive
Minister of Rheinland-Pfalz, Dr. service. The German officials course on American academic
Bernhard Vogel. asked that we help design the procedures.

Program coordinators hope to program because of the inter- None of the students will have
send 15,000 German students to national character of Georgetown attended a university in Germany,
America by 1980. and of its location in the nation's yet each will automatically be

By sending German students to capital." given credit for the equivalent of a
the United States, the program Of the five hundred students year's advanced standing, due to
will help alleviate the over- who will arrive in August, 1975, the more concentrated nature of
crowded German universities, and Georgetown will only admit 20, a German secondary education.
also fill some of the empty spaces number it does not plan to exceed Reaction to the STEP pro-
burdening American schools, in later years. The rest will be posals in this country, states Fr.
marked by a general decrease in dispersed among other schools in Ryan, has been very enthusiastic,

and Georgetown has received
hundreds of interested inquiries
from schools throughout the na
tion.

One of the reasons for the
tremendous response to the STEP
program, according to Fr. Ryan, is
its novelty. "Previously, all ex
change programs were limited to
doctoral candidates and faculty.
Never has one dealt with the
undergraduate and Masters' levels.
That is why STEP is unique," he
commented.

by Mike Grosso
Vital Vittles, the new

food co-op sponsored by the
Students of Georgetown, Inc.
and the Center Pub spon
sored by the University Cen
ter Committee tonight inau
gurate two new student ven
tures.

The food co-op, located on the
first floor of New South, began
operation on Monday, January
28, featuring pre-packaged food
items at wholesale and slightly
above-wholesale prices. Debbie
Lamb (GUNS'76), the co-op's
manager, outlined her aims,
"We're going to cater to students
who want something to eat for
lunch and who are off board
plans. Selection will reflect de
mand and anything students want,
we will try to keep in stock."

Miss Lamb and co-op vice
president Dennis McCarthy
(SBA'76) are optimistic about this
market.

"The co-op is competitive with
Safeway in price, and is much
more convenient. And prices are
much lower than Weisemiller's or
the '89 Market. Some drug items
are available, and are cheaper than
at the Bookstore or People's."
DUring their first week of busi
ness, the co-op will sell bread,
milk and most dairy products at
Wholesale prices.

Students working at Vital
Vittles described the store as
"very bUSY" during its first two

Food Coop Healy Pub
Open Here This Week
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SBA Announces Changes
In Marketing Curriculum

new

independent projects of some
kind to gain practical experience."

Revisions in the finance curri
culum were drawn up by the
subcommittee on finance headed
by Dr. Baker. They include the
establishment of several new
courses, the shift of emphasis to
more "relevant" topics, and the
co-ordination of multiple section
courses so that the same basic
topics are taught by all professors.

Upperclassman will not be
subject to requirements of the
new curriculum but may enroll in
the new courses. ~

"I think the new courses in ;,
marketing have been very good so
far," Thomas Vetter (SBA'75)
said, who plans to change his
major ot marketing next fall.

The Business School has
planned several other changes for
the fall semester, including the
introduction of experimental
courses in accounting, dealing
with management information
systems, and the utilization of
computers in business. Student
and faculty reactions to these
courses will help determine a
revised accounting circulum for
September '75.

Save 10 to 60 % on name
brand audio components,
color TV and car stereos

OUTLET STORE

5509 Conn. Avenue
966-3755

Announces
the opening of a

AUDIO WAREHOUSE

Sales Inc.
of 3310 New York Ave.

'ON

Dean Edward Kaitz of the School of Business Administration will
institute several curriculum changes in the school next semester JPhoto
by Ann Ford)

Administration for next semester.
The new marketing program

was created because of increased
student interest and the recom
mendations of a five-man faculty
committee.

"We are trying to train stu
dents in what to expect in the
outside world," Business School
Dean Edward M. Katz said. "Since
marketing is one of the functions
around which corporations and
institutions are organized, it
would be extremely short sighted
not to have a marketing major."

Requirements for the major
have not been decided on com
pletely, but will depend largely on
student and faculty reaction to
several courses now being con
ducted on a pilot basis. The
courses deal with advertising,
consumer behavior, and the pack
aging, pricing and distribution of
products.

Assistant Business School Dean
Dr. H. Kent Baker is optimistic
about the program. "From their
descriptions, I think the courses
being tested will give the student a
very respectable background in
marketing," he said.

"My only suggestion is that
students be required to work on

DAilY 9·6; SAT. 9-3
466·2050

Representative needed I Earn
$200.00+ each semester with only a
few hours work at the beginnlllg of
the semester.
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
SERVICE, 519 Glenrock Ave.,
Suite 203. Los Angeles. California
90024.

by Greg Kitsock
The introduction of marketing

as a major area oC study and a
revised curriculum for finance
majors are among the changes
planned by the School of Business

maintain its academic calendar in
the face of supply cuts similar to
Tufts. Even so, soaring fuel costs
will add another ten per cent to
the schools projected deficit of
$7.1 million.

Brandeis University has also
been hard put to make ends meet.
The recent decline in the stock
market has nullified endowment "
gains for other schools in many
cases, but Brandeis which was
opened in 1948 has only a small
endowment to draw from any
way.

Curren is hoping that the re
novations "will set a new trend
and that the Georgetown students
living in Alban Towers will start to
drop by and make it their place too.

"We have a very flexible ar
rangement," he said, "and if
people in Alban Towers want to
get something going in the eve
nings, we can do it."

People are welcome to come
in, join in any of the workshops
and activities the coffee house
sponsors or start their own. Space
is provided rent free for any type
of workshop or activity, with only
the stipulation that it be open to
anyone who wants to join.

"We want a flow," Curren said,
"people coming in and out, we
want the place to move."

••••
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HUGE FRAME SELECTION
ALL THE LATEST STYLES

EYES EXAMINED
CONTACT LENSES•• II $102
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
ONE HOUR SERVICE.

SPECIAL STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

ATLANTIC
OPTICAL

OO
Ii precious...

00
give it a chance

6 Birthright
526-3333

Altematlve. to Abortion

1747 PENNSYLVANIA AVE., NW
(Convenient to AU)

Compounding these problems
are the heating woes. Additional
ly, many universities have already
instituted drastic policies to con
serve fuel and will find few places
where they can cut back. Yale
dormitories are presently unheated
from 11 P.M. to 7 A.M.

At Tufts University, students
remaining on campus during the
winter study period between Jan.
14 and Feb. 9 have been crowded
into four dormitories and 13
campus buildings have been
shut down as office space has
been consolidated.

The school will also close down
again during the second week this
February for the second month
long vacation this school year.
University officials reported that
this was the only way to respond
to oil supply cutbacks of 25 per
cent or more in November, Dec
ember and January.

M.LT. has cut hot water
temperature some 20 degrees
and has closely monitored its
ventilating systems in order to

by Darien Basset
Pipeline Community Center

Coffee House is "ready to go and
looking for people" after exten
sive renovations, according to
Director Tom Curren.

The Coffee House, located in
St. Alban's Church less than half a
block from Alban Towers, is
sponsored by the Neighborhood
Planning Council in order to pro
vide a place for young people to
gather.

According to Curren, the cof
fee house has been frequented
mainly by high school youth as "a
place to come and hang out," but
he would like to serve a more
diverse group of people in the
future, including the residents of
Alban Towers.

Coffee House Opens;
Seek Alban Clientele

fHIS srUOEH'" ASSISTANCE PROGR ...M HAS .fEN
RE"'E\lVEO BY notE fEDERAL ,.." ...0£ CO ....MISSION

Help Wanted Approved travel agen
cy seeks G U. campus reps for
summer charter flights from Wash
IOgton to Europe. Call 654-0045

Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation.
Over 50,000 students aided each
year. For FREE Information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED enve
lope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO. 55 Flathead Drive.
Kalispell, MT 59901.
.... YOU MUST APPLY EARLy ....

Tuition to Soar in North
As Oil Supplies Dwindle

SUMMER JOBS

Female Housemate Wanted. Prefer
ably grad student. In Glover Park.
Call 337-4487 after 7:00 p.rn, or on
weekends.

Students pained by tilt!
thought of coughing up $4150 to
attend Georgetown next year can
take some comfort that the Uni
versity is not located in New
England.

From Maine to Boston to New
Haven, students and their parents
are faced with skyrocketing tui
tion costs almost entirely because
of the sixfold increase in the price
of heating oil.

New England area schools are
particularly hard hit because they
depend on No. 6 heating oil, a
thick sludge that remains after
gasoline and other products have
been refined away.

The cost of this once inexpen
sive oil is breaking budgets
throughout New England, where
Dartmouth College will pay
$11.50 for a barrel that cost
$3.50 one year ago.

University budget directors
who had dreamt of black ink in
their account ledgers will now
have to wake up to the unpleasant
task of recommending that pro
grams be eliminated and staff sizes
reduced.

Yale University had hopes for a
balanced budget this year after
dropping $7.4 million over the
past four years.

Three and one half years ago
Yale paid $1.92 for a barrel of
No. 6 oil. Next month the price
will be over $13.40 for the same
barrel. Costs for oil will rise $5
million a year if the shortage of
the imported residual oil persists.

John Embersits, the Yale Uni
versity operations director com
mented, "There is no real product
or customer we can pass this on to;
industry would pass it on in high
er prices, but our product is not
so easily priced."

The dramatic rise in heating
costs is compounded by the de
clining enrollments and the general
inflation that is plaguing schools
across the coun try. These develop
ments have forced Universities
and colleges to cut costs, up fees,
market their images to possible
recruits and court potential
benefactors.

Many American universities
hope to alleviate some of these
problems by enrolling German
students who have been unable
to gain admission to German
schools. (See article on page one)
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girls on their own. Yet as one said.
"It's a wonder there haven't been
more."

"I can remember one girl,"
states Herbert, "who had a rock
thrown at her car. She got out and
chased the guy into an alley,
where seven guys raped her. The
whole thing was a set-up."

Can the already scarce rapist at
Georgetown be completely elim
inated from the scene? Perhaps
the only effective deterrent is a
responsible attitude on the part of
Hilltog coeds.

As one of the victims men
tioned above remarked, "You're
so scared for a while. I still won't
go out at night by myself." She
expressed the hope that her story
would impart the same lesson on
other Jane Hoyas,

Of course the report of the
incident to the police is the most
helpful assistance. To encourage
such openness might require a
redefinition by society of courage,
if not compassion.

Such a redefinition entails
treating the victimized woman,
who openly assists the authorities,
as a portrait of courage, rather
Ulan a member of the community
marred by the stigma of social
disgrace.

activities, a telethon will be held
with the cooperation of the
Alumni Association, from Feb.
25-28. ThE' telethon will contact
Washington based alumni and ask
for donations for student scholar
ships and loans. "The corporation
will only receive a small percent
age of the monies collected," the
Student Government President
added.

Shankman stressed the need
for volunteers to man the phones.
About a dozen people are needed
each night.

Within this personalized frame
work. the students will exphasize
the shift from "confrontation to
cooperation," in Shankman's
words. Any amount will help and
of course all donations are tax
deductible.

Shankman stated that this new
approach is an attempt to improve
the efficiency of fund-raising, and
to increase the percentage of the
donated dollar that trickles down
to the student body.

.....
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Association is spent on such
necessary expenses as keeping in
close communication with the
alumni. Shankman comments that
"the purpose of the Alumni
Association is not basically fund
raising."

ThE' mailing will be a persona
lized one. contacting some 50·75
alumni leaders in various areas of
the country.

Along with the mailing for
assistance for the Corporation's

charges are made. Or how about
the prostitute whose customer
refuses to pay? Whose word in
each case should be sufficient'?
You have to be skeptical unless
you're on the scene, because of
the strict requirements of cor
roboration."

The ordeal intensifies after the
attack. Before the police and, if
need be, in the hospital, where
pregnancy and V.D. tests are
given, the victim must relive the
sordid experience three times.

"You have to ask rough ques
tions," comments Jacobs. "Al
though you get callous because
you see these crimes every day,
the purpose of the questioning is
to improve our chances of getting
the rapist."

Won't Prosecute
There are other problems, such

as the victim who calls the police
but won't prosecute. As Herbert
comments: "When a girl calls and
tells you, 'I was raped but I'm not
a virgin anyway and I'm on the
pill. I don't want to go through
the hassle, especially since he
didn't hurt me. I just thought you
should know about the guy.'
There's nothing you can do!"

The officers feel that colleges
are especially dangerous areas for

"It's not too serious a pr~m in this area, we only had about three last year. There're probably only five or
six rapists in all Washington responsible for most rapes:'

"Actually, it's a sporadic thing.
You get one rapist and things
quiet down for &<; long as six
months. There're probably only
five or six rapists in all Washing
ton responsible for most rapes."

The Lieutenant went on to tell
of a past incident where the
suspect worked out of a green
Vega. When the Vega (and its
owner) were apprehended, the
suspect was held accountable for
17 rapes.

The police are overloaded with
problems when it comes to halting
the demented assailant, who
might receive life imprisonment if
convicted. The major one is the

Student Government President
Neil Shankman has announced
that Students of Georgetown,
Inc., will inaugurate a drive to
solicit alumni support for both
the corporation and student aid
next week.

Shankman stated that only one
or two cents of every dollar
donated to the University by
alumni actually retums to the
University's coffers. The bulk of
the donation to the Alumni

difficulty of proving that rape has
occurred. At present the courts
require corroboration; the girl's
word, of itself, is insufficient. This
requirement is currently being
modified somewhat.

Part of the reason for corrobo
ration, relates Sgt. A. F. Herbert,
are the unusual circumstances
surrounding many cases of rape.
"Often a boy friend has a fight
with his girl and all sorts of

Student Corp. to Begin
Drive for Alumni Funds

ATTENTION GU STUDENTS* ASTOR CLEANERS *
3278 M St., N.W. 338-5475

ONLY FIVE BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
A COMPLETE CLEANING' ALTERATION

AND LAUNDRY SERVICE
WE OPERATE OUR OWN PLANT

COUPON
TO ACQUAINT YOU WITH OUR FINE

WORK A 10% DISCOUNT WITH COUPON
ON ALL WORK' GOOD TO FEB. 28. 1974

IIOnly one out of four
rapes are reported. "

frightened away by the girl's
screams. He was eventually identi
fied by her as the man. Although
the man didn't attempt a rape, his
mysterious actions and threaten
ing language in the girl's room is
sufficient cause for alann.

Not all rapists feign illness.
Another Jane Hoya hesitantly
told of a time last semester while
she was sitting in the donn
lounge, studying.

She contends that a University
janitorial employee sat next to
her. "His conversation was getting
gross and then he put his hand up
my skirt. I screamed and ran
upstairs to get one of my friends.
But by this time, the man had
left. "

Jane reported the incident to
her R.A. whom she claims assured
Jane, UIt wasn't too bad so
don't worry about it." The
University employee was not fired
or suspended. No report has been
made, at least to the victim's
knowledge.

This latter Jane Hoya recounts
a high school encounter with an
attempted rapist. "He jumped out
of the bushes and grabbed me.

"You're so scared you do
whatever you can to prevent it. I
just bit his hand and started
screaming, but before the neigh
bors came, he beat me. I don't
know if I was in shock but they
did have to take me to the
hospital."

The F.B.I. estimates that only
one of four rapes are reported,

making it one of the most unre
ported crimes in the country. Com
ments Lt. A. Jacobs, of the Second
District Police Station which
serves the Georgetown area, "It's
a historic fact that most rapes
aren't reported. I don't think it's
that they're afraid to go to the
police as much as the social stigma
attached to them when the
incident is publicized.

"It's not too serious a problem
in this area," Jacobs added. "We
only had about three last year.

Rape: Is Jane Hoya Still Safe?
r.l..-....,.".,' -*-

by Ken Zemsky
"I think of what could have

happened and it really petrifies
me."

For the Georgetown coed ut
tering these words, as well as
countless other victims and near
victims, rape is darker than the
most horrifying nightmare.

The above Hilltop junior, who
prefers remaining nameless, cited
her previously held view that
"you never think it's going to
happen to you." Indeed, part of
the mental anguish added to the
physical trauma is the shock at
what is transpiring.

"I had just parked my car on ,
37th St., less than a block from
campus. Whp.n I got out there was
this guy, he was black, that's all I
remember about him; he was
leaning against a car, moaning. I
figurec:l he was sick and went over
to help. Then he grabbed me and
pulled up my dress.

"All I really remember is that
everything in my body wanted to
fight him off."

This particular Jane Hoya was
fortunate enough to have the
presence of mind to kick the
assailant in the groin. He
momentarily released his grip on
her, giving her the chance to
streak toward the safety of Healy
Circle.

On Campus

Even on campus, however,
problems have infrequently occur
red in the past. Former security
guard Bob McEwen (C'74) recalls
a time last year when he was
working the night shift at the
entrance to St. Mary's.

"This guy was standing outside
the lobby. He was obviously sick;
I guess he had been drinking.

After a while he asked me if he
could go down the hall to the
washroom and clean up. I told
him to hurry up, but apparently
he went upstairs instead. Next
thing I knew, one of the girls
came to the security desk with her
R.A. and told me that some guy
had gone in her room and stood
over her bed muttering obscene
desires."

McEwen states that security
nabbed the suspect, who had been
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editorial

Thompson . . . on Secu,ity
by Virgil L. Thompson

GULC, Protective Services
I can only share with you the values of kindness and hope. The

true value of our campus can only be measured by its production.
There are certain things that happen that are unexplainable within
the associated areas of Georgetown University.

I see a social and economic change that may afCect the traditional
way ot life here at Georgetown. We have many advisers here who
possess tremendous abilities, yet they are not recoenized. There are
many people here with fantastic intellects, yet they lack authority.
But most of all Georgetown possesses great wealth without
responsibility.

My job here at Georgetown
University as a Protective Service
Officer is to provide this com
munity with respect. The greatest
gift that I can offer you is the gift
of kindness.

I am a protector in the time oC
need, and a comforter in the time
of sorrow. My job calls on me to
be a student, a diplomat, a lawyer,
a teacher, a psychologist, a socio
logist, and a symbol of peace
lespect and virtue.

'This is the role oC my job at
Georgetown University. In order
for me to accomplish this mission,
1 need the help of every friend
that I have available here. I can
not accomplish this great task

VIRGIL THOMPSON alone.
We must bring to our community a justice that is far greater than

any justice that is taught in any school of higher learning. We must
bring to this home more love and kindness.

This is the new year and the time is now for us to grow with
awareness. To improve our social areas we must improve our
inter-personal values as students and administrators.

We must recognize the problems, retain the ideas oC security and
produce a better understandin, of each other. We must increase our
thinking and project an objective personality outward. This year is
the year for us to bring honesty home and to discriminate between
the good and bad.

Our needs are many and there will be many times that the
rewards will be few. It is the output that will increase our growth
and brin, about the best for us and those around us. The input will
provide us with the understanding that we must have to reach our
higher goals.

In summary, we must combine all the elements oC interest and
kindness and polish our problems with self-interest and personal
awareness for all mmldnd. lRt us make this year the best of aU the
years beCore, and grow together in pride, not only for Georgetown,
but for the worlel.

Joanne Slaboch, Business Manager
Katie Sibley, Advertising Manager

Marcia Van Dyck, Executive Secretary

Rev. Edward Bodnar, SJ., Moderator

Larry Gordon
Ken Koenig

nations to openly and flagrantly violate the
U.N. sanctions.

A month and a half ago the Senate
repealed the Byrd amendment and now the
question is going to the House.

The illegal government in Salsbury is a
minority regime, dedicated to the policies of
aparthied, the maintenance of despotic power
and luxury of the European ten percent of
the population at the expense, oppression and
virtual enslavement of the native 90 percent
of the population.

Support of such a regime marks a low, even
for the United States, which has in the past
been known for its poor choice of allies.

The Byrd amendment has been allowed to
hinder justice too long. It should be repealed.
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Patrick Early

applicable to the program and supplemented
those departmental courses with lectures of
their own to focus the material to their ends?

The interest exists within the faculty of
the University to teach, or at least team teach,
some of the courses granted credit. Couldn't
these opportunities have been exploited,
making a formal award of credit to R.O.T.C.
courses unnecessary?

And what ever became of the Campus
Ministry proposal for a Peace Studies
program? It deserves at least the same amount
of attention that the R.O.T.C. proposal
received.

Despite the many cornmittes formed to
study the R.O.T.C. proposal, it seems that no
real attempt was made to consider the entire
University's feelings concerning R.O.T.C.
credit. Nor was any serious attempt made to
seek a compromise that could have granted
credi t through existing programs.

The University should now structure the
program by engaging in a calm exchange with
the segments of the community, a chance

denied it four years ago. rostrum
The Politics of Hate

Barry Wiegand, New! Editor
Andy Lang, Feature! Editor
Anne Hargaden, Sports Editor

Peter Morris, Associate Editor
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The granting of credit to R.O.T.C. courses
is a deplorable act.

The decision four years ago to deny
R.O.T.C. credit was not a mature one, based
as it was on the pragmatic exigencies of a
tense campus in a near riot atmosphere, and
R.O.T.C. deserved a hearing to reconsider that
hasty decision.

But to contend, 111 the process of that
hearing, that credit for R.O.T.C. is not a
political or moral issue and merely a case of
resolving the educational inadequacies used as
the shady reasoning behind the 1970 decision
is hardly appropriate reasoning for an
institution of Georgetown's calibre.

If the courses have been granted credit
merely in the interest of academic freedom,
so that students who wish to take the courses
are not indiscriminantly denied the right to do
so, even less respect is due the decision makers.

Why is it that the University had to bend
its position to allow military officers assigned
to Georgetown the right to teach accredited
courses? Why couldn't R.O.T.C. have allowed
its students credit for taking existing courses

Farewell to Arms

Shortly after the People's Republic of
China was admitted to the U.N. as the
government of China, a clique of congressmen
led by Sen. Harry Byrd [Ind-Va.] railroaded
through Congress an amendment to a military
appropriations bill.

The amendment lifted the ban on chrome
ore and nickel trade with the illegal regime
in Southern Rhodesia.

In a mood of narrow-mindedness and
reaction, the United States made a mockery
of justice by renouncing the U.N. sanctions
against Southern Rhodesia which we, along
with all civilized nations of the world, had
approved in the Security Council.

The Byrd amendment has put the United
States on the level of such repugnant states as
Portugal and South Africa, the only other
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comment

My Kingdom for a Horse

Just a Civil Servant?

~II in the Family'

A Case of Oppression

ning has once again proven itself
inadequate.

Since the parking problem
exists now, it should be solved
now, aad not ten years hence.
Probably the easiest and least
expensive solution to the problem
would be to pave over the infre
quently used and somewhat less
than luxuriantly green soccer field.

Anyone who feels that pre
serving this cleat-marked sea of
mud will benefit the University
aestheticalIy should try to stroll
through it after an average Wash
ington rain storm. It should also be
noted that if soccer would be
played on the adjoining footbal1
field, the jocks can go on with
their activities undenied as well.

The parking situation at
Gerogetown is a disgrace, and
unless certain priori ties are shift
ed, it is destined to become much
worse.

The parking crisis: Where should the hne be drawn?
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it is certainly beyond my com
prehension.

Parking mishaps occur only
when small-car drivers, having
grown lazy through the relative
ease with which they can park in a
full-sized space, are asked to face
the chal1ange that the driver of a
full-sized car faces every day of
his driving life. When forced to
park in a space more to scale with
the car he drives, the task be
comes too much for him.

No one should be denied the
opportunity to drive to school or
to have a car at his disposal.

As things stand now, the Uni
versity has planned to expand
present parking facilities under
the Master Plan, to provide such
additional spaces. Unfortunately,
since the Master Plan will not be
complete for at least ten years, it
does appear that University plan-

Undercurrent

their heads wondering what went
wrong with the models, and Lord
Keynes' probably rolling over in
his grave at Nixon's statement
that he too is a Keynesian (in
which case I'm the King of
England), Frank O'Brien is going
to be in for a rough time. He has
been spared one thing though...
an undue concern over the energy
crisis, for as Chairman of the
Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System Arthur Bums put
it, "The nation isn't suffering
from a lack of money, it is
suffering from a lack of energy."

by Jerry Mercuri
The argumentative genius of

some of the most vocal members
of the student body has surfaced
again. In predictable fashion,
several students are clamoring for
a parking lot renaissance, where
new plans are dropped and ante
diluvian proposals are greeted
once more as long-lost friends.

It seems that several of the
least talented parkers have bent a
few fenders, and are now trying to
bend a few ears. In a search for
larger parking spaces for some,
they would render spaces non
existent for others. If there is any
logic at all in arguing for more
spaces last semester, and effec
tively fewer spaces this semester,

effect of the letter) was clearly the result of the Ad
Hoc Board's inability or unwillingness to lend its
decision any force.

Both the Voice and The HOY A (and virtually
every other campus publication) should be grateful
for the action of this board, however. Final1y the
spectre of the terrible punishment which would be
wreaked upon any offending publication has been
exorcised. A case has finally been fol1owed to its
conclusion, and al1 the terrible vengenance of the Ad
Hoc Campus Publications Review Board has been
brought to bear upon the transgressors.

Theoretically, the board could have had a very
useful function. It could have been an important
incentive in promoting higher standards of ethical
journalism than can presently be found here. A great
opportunity has been lost.

Functional1y, though, the board has proven that it
is not really interested in that role. By its very nature,
the membership of the Ad Hoc Board varies from
case to case, and since this is the first case in recent
memory to reach conclusion, we can only speculate
on its membership the next time. But if the board
employs the processes it used in the \'oicp. case, any
publication would be dealing with a stacked deck,

This board's deliberations were virtually worthless.
The members showed limited insight into their duty
and very little courage. What they have done is to give
over-zealous, sensation-seeking reporters and colum
nists (of all the campus publications) a free hand.
Based on past performance of the board, al1 they'll
get is an execution squad holding water pistols.

spokesman for established Board
pol ides. "

O'Brien maintains that the
Federal Reserve, as central banks
go, is well respected. As he put it,
"Every central bank is going to be
an object of criticism all the time.
If it is doing its job correctly,
someone is going to be angry! But
the best a bank can do is to be
respected."

So-called "press leaks" have
been cropping up recently. Such
leaks in the Federal Reserve
System would be disastrous, as
three-quarters of the battle is the
element of surprise. To over
simplify it, the game is to keep
guessing where is the Fed going to
strike next?

Often, in an attempt to in
fluence the Federal Reserve
Board, the White House will issue
policy statements that seem to
contradict what the Fed is trying
to do. O'Brien stated the method
of counter-thrust used by the
Fed: "We are as straightforward as
we can be. We tend to our own
knitting; we don't criticize the
White House or any other Federal
agency."

Problems like this arise often,
"Its built in divergance of views
between Federal Reserve mone
tary policy and Administration
economic policy."

O'Brien summed it up quite
nicely: "In any given situation,
the Federal Reserve Board will try
to throw its weight on the side of
stability. "

With the prime interest rate
hovering around 10 per cent, the
best economic minds scratching

by Juan M. Katz
On Constitution Avenue there

is a stark marble building. Atop
the main entrance an eagle is
perched, wings back, ready to
swoop down and manipulate the
contents of your wallet. This is, of
course, the Federal Reserve Build
ing, and within it is the office of
;\1r. Frank O'Brien, Special Assis
tant to the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve.

O'Brien is one of the two
"mouthpieces" of the Federal
Reserve. Although he didn't even
speak to the matter during our
recent conversation, I received
the distinct impression that
O'Brien's job is a frustrating one.
Imagine for a moment how your
blood would boil watching the
news one evening and hearing Mr.
& Mrs. Middle America out in
Waterloo, Iowa saying "Because
of the dam Federal Reserve I
can't get no mortgage, no loans,
no nothing."

Frank O'Brien is a former
chief economic correspondent for
the Associated Press. Working out
of his office on Constitution
Avenue, he stated the functions of
the public information office of
the Federal Reserve: "We are
responsible, in addition to public
information, for liason with the
Governors, and we take on any
assignments which they give us. It
is our job to assist the Governors
in any way they wish to be
assisted. Also, we are the Board's
policy Iiason with the Federal
Reserve Banks."

In short, O'Brien's office is
charged with being "The outward

WhfJlltsheaf: Frank O'Brien

by Ken Koenig
Contributing Editor

The "Warren G. Harding Gutless Wonder" Award
goes to the Ad Hoc Campus Publications Review
Board, which this week delivered a letter of
"censure" to the Voice. The letter which appeared in
Tuesday's issue of the Voice was prompted by that
newspaper's coverage of the precarious position of
the Student Entertainment Commission last fall. A
number of factors combined to make this action by
the board an exercise in futility.

The original Voice story assaulted the eye of the
reader with the sensational banner headline, SEC
STRICKEN. The letter from the board, on the other
hand, was discreetly interred at the bottom of the
letters page, lending it all the force of a pea shooter
attacking a battleship.

Actually, this was a fate better than the letter
deserved. Rarely, even at dear old alma mater, has a
board striven so valiantly to negate its own function.
This letter of "censure" was transformed by
meticulous phraseology into a letter of apology for
the fact that it was being written and published.

And final1y, through some printing mixup on the
part of the Voice's publisher, it did not even hit the
streets until nearly noon (a fate The HOYA has
SUffered on more than one occasion).

These factors, taken in sum, rendered the letter
impotent. The first factor (the physical location of
the letter) was the perogative of the Voice. The third
factor (the printing mixup) was presumably an
aCcident of fate. The second factor, (the tone and
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S.G., Inc. Hopes to Start
Grocery Store Next Year

giously for the past 10 years. It
seems to me that the Daily News
seldom devotes any space to col
lege basketball unless a New York
area team plays in Madison Square
Garden. Period!

Please feel free to contact me
at anytime in regards to George
town athletics.

Fran Connors
Sports Information Director

(Editor's note: Mr. Connors' letter
was run in the Voice earlier this
week. However, since the origina!
charges were stated in The HOYA
and since Mr. Connors' points are
well taken, the edited letter is
reproduced in this issue in the
interests of fairness.)
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that at least the scores of our
games are not listed in your local
newspapers. Game summaries are
usually included in newspapers
only if they have local significance
or feature a nationally ranked
team.

I would like to point out that
since Georgetown is not currently
ranked, I can understand why
stories of our games are not in
cluded in papers such as the A
sbury Park Press, The Times, and
the Bergen Record.

You also mentioned the New
York Daily News as one of the
newspapers which rarely carries
the results of Georgetown basket
ball. It so happens that I have
been reading the Daily News reli-
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general identification by
many people of "non-union"
lettuce with lettuce processed
by the International Brother
hood of Teamsters, Ware
houseman and Helpers. Food
Service Director John Ben
giooi stated this week that the
cafeteria serves lettuce pro
cessed by the United Farm
Wor~ers when it is available.
Otherwise Teamster Lettuce is
served. Non-union lettuce
thus is not being served nor
has ever been served by
Macke, however this distinc
tion between the non-UiF, W.
lettuce which was served and
non-union lettuce was not
made when our reporter in
terviewed Mr. Bengiooi. De
spite the misunderstanding,
The HOYA continues to
support the boycott of non
U.F.W. lettuce.)

York's AP and UPI bureaus where
they are put on a national wire.

At that point, it is up to the
discretion of newspaper editors
and radio-TV program directors as
to what they print or report.

I find it very hard to believe

every other week.
Exact policy is still to be

determined regarding table ser
vice, but on entertainment nights
student waiters and waitresses will
be working.

Dickman describes the Pub as
"non-profit, however we do have
plans for future construction
including expansion of the kitch
en and carry-out services."

I find it very difficult to
understand how the stories
were distorted after one of
your reporters phoned me for
the pertinent information.
Whatever the reason or cause
of the distortion, I feel your
readers have a right to the
truth.

I would like to believe that
an honest mistake has oc
curred. My only reason for
writing is to correct the
mistake that might have gene
rated poor public relations in
the minds of some of our
Georgetown, University com-
munity. John Bengiooi

Food Service Director

(Ed. Note-The HOYA re
grets any misunderstanding
which may have occurred in
the Jan. 25, 1974 issue. The
difficulty has arisen over the

Information Office caDs the Wash
ington wire services (AP and UPI)
after every home basketball game
with the score and a 100 word
summary.

The score and summary are
immediately transmitted to New

ATTENTION NEW DONORS: Please make
appointment for initial donation to facilitate
medical examination by our physician.

will be sold for 251/ during the 3
p.m. to Bp.m. "happy hours." Beer
and malt liquor will cost 351/ and
401/ respectively during regular
hours.

The Center Pub advertises
entertainment every Friday night.
Some acts will come from the
Cafe. Additionally the Pub would
like to feature a few "big-name
performers." Bands will play

Lettuce Controversy
To the Editor:

The article and editorial
which appeared in The
HOYA on January 25, 1974,
contained inaccurate state
ments. The article stated that
the Georgetown Cafeterias
serve "non-Union lettuce."
This is completely false. As a
matter of fact I have been
informed by produce distri
butors that only Union let
tuce has passed through the
Washington produce market
since 1967.

Whenever it is possible our
suppliers have been instructed
to provide us with the Black
Eagle emblem on lettuce
cases. Most college Food
Service Directors have long
supported Caesar Chavez, be
ginning with the grape boy
cott, and I am proud to
count myself among them.

For the Defense
To the Editor:

In regards to your letter of
January 4, 1974, please note that
Georgetown University's Sports

The Tutoring School with
the Nationwide Reputation

• Preparation for tests required for
adrrussron to graduate and profes
sional schools

• SIX and twelve session courses

• Small groups
• Voluminous material for home

study prepared by experts in each
field

• Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet indiVidual needs.
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Classes Now Forming

STANLEY H. KA~LAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

(Continued from page 1)
semester. "Next fall," says Miss
Lamb, "maybe we can open a
whole grocery store, especially if
we are successful with the co-op."

The Center Pub, scheduled to
open tonight is hoped to be
"some place where people can go
for entertainment on a weekend."

"We don't want it to be
another Marty's," says manager
John Dickman (C'73). "What we
would like is entertainment and
an atmosphere conducive to good
business. "

Schlitz beer and malt liquor

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT-ATGSB
NAT'L..BOS.
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The Shift in U.S. Policy-1974
Thinking on the traditional international

hIerarchy has had to be considerably altered
by the current energy crisis. U.S. leadership
111 global foreign relations is challenged.

Astute observers of diplomatic affairs
have been warning the foreign ministers of
major industrial powers for many years that
the Third World bloc of developing nations
must be accorded the recognition due a
strong economic power.

New Third World foreign policies present
a direct threat to the values associated with
larssez-faire capitalism. It is apparent that
many developing countries intend to exploit
their new discovery of their economic power
to their fullest advantage.

In an analysis of the problem presented
bv raw material scarcities, Dr. Lester Brown,
of the Overseas Development Council notes,
"They [the Third World] wish to abandon
the 'hewers of wood, drawers of water' role

,thpy have traditionally occupied in the
world economy."

However, it is this role as a producer of
needed primary products that hac; brought
this new economic power. The nations of

I the Third World must remember that their
: strength has to remain in those products
'I which they "hew" and "draw." The funda
I mental political question facing the world's
i economy according to Brown is "should a
i country be permitted to deny others access
i to an indigenous raw material of which it is
f the principal global supplier?"
! The U.S. has been dependent on imports
: for more than one-half of its supplies for six
i of the thirteen basic raw materials required
.1 by a modern economy. By 1985 this figure
j will probably read dependence on nine basic
Jmaterials, including three major ones: bau
~ xite, iron ore and tin.
i Poor countries in terms of Western econo-
• mil' standards such as Chile, Peru and Zaire

supply most of the world's exportable sur
plus copper. Malaysia, Bolivia and Thailand
supply 70 percent of all tin. Mexico, Austra
lia and Peru account for 60 percent of
cxportabte lead. Cuba and New Caledonia
have over one-half of the world's known
reserves of nickel. Cobalt reserves are con
centrated in Zaire, Cuba and New Caledonia.

Oil Statistics

Better known statistics relate to oil. The
Middle East contains approximately 70 per
cent of the free world's proven oil reserves.

Collective bargaining with this new eco
nomic power, the Third World, is a foresee
able trend in international diplomacy. In
dustries are already concerned. Brown points
out that "there is concern within the alumi
num industry that the politics of petroleum
are becoming the politics of bauxite."

Many persons fail to realize, however,
that while collective bargaining may
strengthen some developing countries, a
substantial price increase in the world
market price of petroleum and cereals could
bring economic development to a near stan
dstill in other developing countries de
pendent on imports of these respective
products.

A big point will be the ability of the
Common Market countries to formulate and
enforce a unified policy to deal with
forthcoming demands from the Third World.
At the close of an emergency meeting of the
Nine in Copenhagen from December 14-15,
a bland statement carefully worded so as not
to offend the Arabs was issued as a show of
unity.

The intense disagreement among the
member nations, however, notably the
United Kingdom and France opposing the
suggestions of German Chancellor Willy
Brandt and the Netherlands, was too well
publicized for the final document to be
worthy of any intluence on global diplo
matic relations.

Test for Detente

The energy crisis may be a test for the
greatly heralded US-USSR detente. Victor
Zorza noted in a recent column in the
Washington Post that Peking has accused the
Soviet Union of formulating a "theory of
intemattonal property." Moscow has been
openly courting links with the foreign oil
industries of the Middle East. Iraq has
already become associated with COMECON,
representing a breakthrough for Soviet
Union foreign policy.

Zorza noted, "If other Arab countries
could be induced to follow Iraq's exam
pie ... the Kremlin could begin to forge
economic and political links with the Middle
East that might eventually enable it to claim
a role in the area compatible to that which
has been played for so many years by
Western oil companies.

The challenge to U.S. foreign policy
makers is to create relationships among
nations that will encourage a spirit of sharing
and the commonness of needs. The Soviets'
concept of internationalization could lead to
a race among the superpowers to mono
polize the oil industries. Zorza concluded,
"The oil agreement would either provide a
model for the fair sharing of the world's
increasingly limited resources or a test run
for a great power carve-up."

An integral part of masterful diplomacy is
the ability to initiate policy changes at the
proper moment. U.S. credibility as a world

leader recently has been greatly restored as a
result of Dr. Kissinger's successful mediation
of the Middle East crisis. As both a vital
exporter and large importer of raw materials,
the- U.S. is placed in an ideal situation to
take the lead in offering policies that will
promote world economic and political
stability by an equitable distribution of raw
materials.

The depression should have taught all the
world, new nations and old alike that
"beggar your neigh bor" policies can bring
only temporary benefits and long term
economic dislocation for all. The world
acknowledged this in setting up an interna
tional economic institution after World War
II where all participated in balanced and
rationalized economic decision making. That
was done under the domi nance of the U.S.
The question now is can it be done for a
world where all parties are more equal,
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In 1930 the President of the United
States and his emissaries negotiated 25
treaties and nine executive agreements. In
1971 the President and his emissaries
concluded 214 executive agreements and 17
treaties.

This dramatic increase in the claims of
executive power has generated a great deal
of controversy regarding the nature and use
of executive agreements. Unlike treaties,
theSf' agreements need not be submitted for
the "advice and consent" of the Senate.

The constitutional warrent for the execu
tive agreement lies in Article I, Section 10,
where a distinction is made between treaties
into which states of the union are not
allowed to enter, and agreements which they
can make with Congressional consent. The

Power
Affairs

applicability of the article on the national
level has long been a subject of dispute.

International law sees no difference
between compacts negotiated as treaties or
executive agreements. But constitutional
distinction have been drawn even within the
scope of executive agreements.

Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. has document
ed the development of three essentially
different types of agreement: those made
pursuant to existing and officially ratified
treaties, those having prior or subsequent
legislative authorization, and those made by
Presidents acting in areas where they possess
constitutional authority to act without
congressional authority.

It is the third area which gives rise to
(Continued on page 8)
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The Fifty-Year Trial

U.N. and Power Politics

It has been over 50 years since the
creation of the first institution dedicated to
the preservation of peace at Versailles.
Participating nations felt this necessary in
the face of the uncertainties of the newly
emerging forms of power politics.

Despite the fact that the world had just
suffered through a global war of unpre
cedented honor, nations were still hestitant
to relinquish a useful measure of sovereignty
to this supra-national structure. Failure to
do SO prevented an effective deterrent to the
outbreak of a Second World War.

Imbued with the optimistic spirit that
the possibility for world peace was real,
many dedicated public servants from all over
the world came together in 1946 to establish
the United Nations. This intergovernmental
organization is composed of the principal
organs, the General Assembly, the Secre
tariat, International Court of Justice, Econo
mic and Social Council, and Trusteeship
Council.

Perhaps more important than the prin
cipal organs are the "specialized agencies"
affiliated with the U.N. by treaties and are
under the jurisdiction of ECOSOC. Some of
the better known and most effective
agencies are the F90d and Agriculture
Organization, the International Monetary
Fund, the World Meteorological Organiza
tion, and such institutions as the Interna
tional Atomic Energy Agency, the U.N.
Conference on Trade and Development and
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

Lost in Limelight

These specialized agencies are often lost
in the limelight of the General Assembly and
its workings. This is most unfortunate as it is
these groups that probably are the most
influential and effective in maintaining and
promoting understanding and cooperation
among the various member nations.

Gerhard Mally, in his book The European
Community In Perspective, enumerates six

"nonresolution consequences" of effective
political socialization which make the
specialized agencies so important:

1. Exposure to the multinational U.N.
atmosphere increases the representatives'
tolerance of diversity and improves their
sense of perspective;

2. the development of personal friend
ships across national lines is invaluable as an
aid for solving problems;

3. the emergence of peer groups who sit
on the special committees;

4. the formulation of majorltles and
voting alignments;

5. the extension of national concern to
additional geographic areas as a result of the
U.N. agenda; and

6. the opportunity to realistically
compare states and policies on the basis of
objective data.

Global interdependencies have grown at
an unparalleled rate during the past quarter of
a century. Trade imbalances, monetary
instability, the depletion of natural re
sources, general environmental deterioration,
the use of the resources of the seabeds, are
all problems which cannot be solved by one
nation, or even a few. Solutions can be
found only by world support for the
specialized organizations such as those
associated with the U.N.

However, most nations still strongly
advocate the concept of the sovereign
nation-state and are again refusing to
delegate enough sovereignty to a supra-na
tional organization. Yet these are the same
nations that complain that the U.N. is not
functioning effectively in its capacity as a
world peacekeeping agent.

U.S. Guilty

The U.S. is guilty of this attitude. In
1973 Congress cut the U.S. contribution to
the U.N. from 31 per cent to 25 per cent of
the total U.N. budget. The heated arguments
were characterized by complaints that the

U.N. is an ineffective body which doesn't
deserve the precious money of the U.S.

However, the U.S. will allocate funds for
projects of a dubious nature such as the B-1,
fighter plane. Over one and one-half billion
dollars have already been spen t on a weapon
which will eventually cost $50 million per
plane as the price of the titanium metal
necessary for production inevitably rises due
to its scarcity.

The U.S. is acting adversely not only to
its own interests in refusing greater moral
and monetary support for the U.N. but to
the interests of global stability as well.
American status as a world leader is due to a
great extent to the championing of the ideals
of freedom and security for every country
rather than a mere display of military
hardware.

True freedom and security can be
achieved only when the leaders of every
nation-state recognize the commonness of
their needs. The U.N. is the only arena
where all the proud gladiators are willing to
engage in diplomatic combat to reach
mutual understandings that will guarantee a
prosperous and peaceful survival for all men.

John C. Wetter

The Swelling of the Presidency
(Continued from page 7)

most disputes. It has been interpreted to
provide for the recognition of foreign
governments, the arrangement of cease-fire
agreements, the formulation of unilateral
commitments like the Monroe Doctrine and
more.

Hamilton's Advice
Historically, the treaty-making provision

encompassed every "species of convention
usually among nations," according to
Alexander Hamiliton. Agreements affirmed
soley of the executive emerged gradually.

In 1817, Monroe's acting Secretary of
State, Richard Rush, and British minister in
Washington, Charles Bagot, concluded an
agreement for limiting naval forces on the
Great Lakes. Monroe implemented the
agreement immediately, confusing Bagot
who observed that the agreement was "a sort
of treaty" and perhaps should be ratified by
the Senate.

Monroe reversed his decision a year later
and sent it to the Senate, asking specifically
that it be determined if, in fact, the
agreement "is such a one as requires the
advice and consent of the Senate." The
Senators endorsed the compact by a
two-thirds vote but not in the form of a
treaty ratification. Thus the President's
original decision was held valid.

Teddy Roosevelt
There were few other developments until

the advent of President McKinley, who
devised the Open Door Policy and ended the
Spanish-American War with executive agree
ments. Theodore Roosevelt took a militant
approach. In 1905 the Senate failed to ratify
a treaty with Santa Domingo so Roosevelt
(in his words), "put the agreement into
effect, and I continued its execution for two
years before the Senate acted; and I would
have continued it until the end of my term,
if necessary, without any action by Con
gress."

In 1937 the Supreme Court considered
the status of executive agreements in the
case of United States vs. Belmont, which
dealt with the series of agreements surround
ing American recognition of the Soviet
Union in 1933.

Through Mr. Justice Sutherland, the
court concluded that international compacts
were not restricted to treaties requiring the
participation of the Senate: "there are many
such compacts, of which a protocol, a
modus vivendi, a postal convention, and
agreements like that now under considera
tion are illustrations." The decision was
unfortunately, if conveniently, unclear.
Professor Louis Henkin summarized that
"there are agreements which the President
can make only with the consent of the
Senate, but neither Justice Sutherland nor
anyone else had told us which are which."

Alarmed by the dimensions of their lack
of power regarding U.S. intervension into
foreign lands. a special Senate committee
under the chairmanship of Senator Stuart
Symington was established in February of
1969 to "inquire into U.S. security agree
ments and commitments abroad."

The findings demonstrated clearly that
the theory holding that the appropriations
process would insure congressional control
over our military arrangements was falla
cious. The Committee summarized its view
of executive practice: "Maximize commit
ments in secret discussions with foreign
governments; then minimize the risk of
commitments in statements made to the
American public."

Schlesinger Cautions

In his recent book, The Imperial Pre
sidency. Schlesinger cautions against an
overreaction to Symington's committee
report. He contends that through 1972 "most
executive agreements-97 per cent, accord
ing to the State Department-were made
pursuant to treaties approved by the Senate
or statutes passed, before or after the fact,
by Congress as a whole. And the vast
majority of the 384 major and 300 minor
military installations around the world have
resulted from the fit of pactomania that
involved the United States through 8

security treaties in defense of 43 countries.
Forcing the President to submit all

executive agreements to Congress for ap
proval within 60 days of their negotiation as
Senator Ervin has proposed would be
self-defeating according to the critics of
these agreements. Congress would be tied to
a truckload of what often is unimportant
diplomatic paperwork. Necessary flexibility
to deal with immediate foreign policy
problems might also be lost for the
President.

However, a greater risk might be involved
in allowing the President to continue the
current practice of executive agreements. A
system where the vast majority of the
international compacts entered into by the
government requires no approval but that of
one man is hard put to term itself a
democracy.

It seems the answer lies in the restoration
of a comity between the President and
Congress. The nation would do well to see
the spirit exemplified by Monroe in
submitting the Rush-Bagot "arrangement"
to the Senate. Congress must become
instrumental in the formulation of U.S.
foreign policy to ensure that when any
anangement is made with a foreign nation, it
is for, by, and of the people of the U.S.; and
not just for, by and of the President.

Stephen Mathias
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Post-War Policy as Reactionary
assumptions that were developed in this
confrontation, applied them throughout the
world, even when the objective conditions,
on which the policy was based had ceased to
exist. The result was an intricate dance of
the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. throughout the
world in what was called the "Cold War,"
extending roughly between 1948-1968.

In the last five years, under the activities
of Dr. Kissinger and President Nixon, there
have been the tentative strayings away from a
policy of merely reacting, and into the area
of advancing U.S. interests unilaterally.

The China initiatives, the redefinition of
the European systems, and the Middle East
activites of the Administration can be seen
and the first tentative steps in this new
policy. There is perhaps more risk involved
in this new direction to American policy.
There is a higher chance of failure just as
there is a greater chance of success.

There are a few things which appear
probable. There will be both more "Russian
grain deals", in which case the U.S. might
not come out too far ahead, and there will
be more "China trips" in which great
successes will be scored.

The question of definition of national
interest is a subjective one and can be either
rightly or wrongly estimated. The taking of
initiatives means that we will have less
historical precedent upon which to base
actions. It will consequently require a
greater degree of skill than former policies.

While the long range effects of this
change in orientation cannot yet be
predicted with any hope for success. it seems
that this is one change for the better. In at
least this field, the Nixon Administrators
have done a great service to the United
States.

John Sciortino

down into a pattern called the Cold War.
The U.S. found out shortly after 1945 that
Russia was showing expansionist designs
throughout Europe. It was not prepared to
cooperate in the United Nations in the
reconstruction of Europe.

In The United States, on the other hand,
the public was once again beginning to
manifest signs of isolationism. Within
months of the close of the war, the large
American armies in Europe were reduced to
fractions of their wartime size. The Amer
ican public was concerning itself with the
return to the peacetime economy and the
recession which had followed in the wake of
the war. The traditional isolationsim of the
public, ingrained in it from the time of
Washinllton and Jefferson, and the question
of whether to quit our stand upon foreign
shores now that the danger is past, were
being resurrected again. ~

However, with the U.N. deadlocked due
to the tactics of the Soviet Union, and
Soviet activities of expansion it became
imperative for the U.S. to remain and
become more involved in international
politics. However, by this time, the initiative
had passed away from the United States and
despite the apparently greater power of the
United States due to its atomic monopoly,
the Soviet Union had taken it.

The U.S. policy makers seized upon the
Soviet Union's activities in Europe and used
these as the basis for their policies. They
provided a convenient focus for the waning
interest of the American public in interna
tional affairs, and simplified the complex
problems of policy making for the U.S.

Reaction to Soviets

The U.S. began by reacting to the Soviets
in Europe and following the basic policy

~----- tUM-

of other goals.
The confusion immediately Iollowlng the

collapse of Germany was the final factor
which confirmed U.S. polices in this regard.
The fall of Germany, while not unexpected
by the allies, cau&ht the U.S. without any
definite plans for the rehabilitation of
Europe except for amorphous ideas about a
United Nations Ollanization.

The uncertainties of these policy deci
sions were reflected in the actions of the
American forces who in many cases, such as
Prague, allowed Russian forces to take, the
surrender of the city which the U.S. forces
had been in a position to do several days
before the Russians.

The single most important factor which
led to the U.S. policy of reaction was the
lack of policy alternatives that had been
developed for the post-war world.

Roosevelt's Plan

Roosevel t had one basic plan for the
post-war period. This plan centered around
two essential points,: the success of the
United Nations and the continued amity of
the wartime great power allies.

U.S. policy makers made several mistakes
that caused the breakdown of the system.
They miscalculated the power structure that
would arise after the war, underestimating
their power and that of the Soviet Union
and overestimating greatly that of China,
Great Britain and France.

Especially important was the failure to
correctly assess the expansive intentions of
Stalin in Eastern and Western Europe. The
wartime friendship of the allies broke apart
and caused the inability of the U.N. to
function in the way that Roosevelt had
envisioned.

What happened next was a confusing
whirlwind of events which finally settled

American foreign policy in the post
World War Two era, characterizes most
easily as reactionary.

Reactionary, however, not in the poli tical
st'nse of the word, but rather in the sense
that U.S. foreign policy since the end of the
war has consistently been based on a
reaction to events rather than a positive
attempt to guide these events towards any
specific predetermined goals.

The major policies of the U.S. since the
end of the war: the Marshall Plan, the
Truman Doctrine, containment, Korea, and
Vietnam, were all reactions to the initiatives
of other powers rather than positive actions
taken with a view to forwarding the national
interests of the United States.

The basis for this policy of reaction can
be found primarily in the events surrounding
the reentry of the United States into the

spotlight of the international scene following
a twenty-year withdrawl after the First
World War. These events convinced Amer
ican foreign policy makers that reaction was
the only alternative to American non-in
'olvernent in the post-war world.

To the American public, rational deci
IOns were not based upon a calculation of
he various alternatives, but rather on the
motional commitment following the shock
f learning of a "sneak" attack on America
) the Japanesse,

The predispostion of the Rooseveltian
olicy advisors in the policies of the first
00 days of his administration was to think

n terms of short-range solutions for
mmediate problems rather than in terms of
ong-range interests.

A third factor was the condition of the
ar itself which necessitated a concentration
f activities towards one goal, winning the
ar, and the concurrent exclusion or neglect

The South Has Risen Again
Not since the days of the Monroe

Doctrine has Latin America played as
important a role in foreign policy of the
United States. Latin America has for decades
alternately felt neglected by the United
States or overprotected by a paternalistic
superpower. Latin American resentment of
the United States has generally pivoted
around one of these two issues. Consequent
ly relations between the U.S. and the nations
of the Western Hemisphere, have been
particularly tense.

The usual rationalization for the neglect
on the part of the U.S. has been its
overriding concern with the threat 'posed by
the other great powers and the tensions in
such volatile situations as the Middle East,
and, of course, the preoccupation with
Vietnam.

An integral part of U.Sc-Latin American

relations has been our protection of Latin
America against any aggression from outside
the hemisphere, as well as extensive
economic assistance. The Administration
now feels that those threats have been
substantially reduced. This change in the
global scene has necessitated modification of
U.S. policy toward Latin America.

Assistant Secretary of State Kenneth
Rush outlined three basic changes. The first
is detente. In the eyes of Latin America, the
outside threat of subversion has receded.
This has resulted in less dependence on the
U.S. for defense. Secondly, Latin America
has adopted new policies concerning na
tional security, placing increasingly more
emphasis on economic and social develop
ment. The third is the greater diversity
among the nations of Latin America and
their different needs and objectives in

relation to the United States.

New Latin Policy

The Nixon Administration has heralded
its new Latin American policy as the most
effective and realistic policy of any modern
administration. The goals are designed to
follow the basic thrust of Nixon's general
foreign policy: to place less of the burden of
aid and initiative on the United States.

President Nixon would like to have the
burden of Latin American foreign aid shared
with Europe and Japan. Rush explained this
by saying, "Latin America's perception of its
relationship with the U.S. has been shitttng
rapidly away from traditional security and
political interests to focus on greater and
broader economic interests at the same time

(Continued on page 101
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If the People Fail
To Take Interest • • •

Vietnams Will Happen Again

David Patrick Murphy

in the foreign policy field. The question
arises: is it possible for the average citizen to
have more of a say in the formulation of
foreign policy to end the isolation of U.S.
foreign policy makers that enables him to lie
to the people whose interests he is
supposedly serving?

Public debate of foreign policy is
participated in only by a handful of people.
According to one figure, only 85 percent of
the American public is informed or especial
ly interested in foreign policy. General
interest is aroused only by highly emotional
issues or policies that cost enormous
amounts of money and/or lives.

This apathetic attitude can be attributed
to several reasons. Students may have an
inadequate understanding of current events
and other governmental systems. Documents
describing the foreign policy of the govern
ment are not well publicized.

Better access to decision makers by
interest groups, open hearings, more in
formation and discussion, and above all,
honesty in explaining policy are needed to
avoid future Vietnams. If the people fail to
take an interest in their government,
someone will only too gladly take it for
them. But then it will no longer be their
government.

Gorman Aud.
$1.50 & $1.00 SES

IIJOE"

makers themselves, who were so short
sighted that they were driven to irrational
decision based on one general premise:
anti-communism. In a larger sense, this
contradictory practice has characterized
American foreign policy. Our support for
"anti-Communist" nations has often led to
the promotion of nee-fascist states like
Greece since 1967, Brazil, Portugal under
Caetano and Salazar and Cuba under Batista.

These inconsistencies have led Americans
to rightfully question the future direction
and goals of our foreign policy. In his article
National Interests and Moral Absolutes,
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. notes this problem and
remarks, "A people is in bad trouble when it
tries to keep two sets of books-when it holds
one scale of values for its internal polity and
applies another to the conduct of foreign
affairs. The consequent moral schizophrenia
is bound to convulse the homeland:'

There is agreement among members of
the private foreign affairs community and
apparently the State Department that there
exists a need for improved dialogue between
U.S. foreign policy makers and the public.

Kissinger Committment

Secretary of State Kissinger has made a
firm commitment to the formulation of a
new partnership with the American people

DAVE BRUBECK:
Two Generations

TICKETS WILL BE REFUNDED AT THE S.E.C. OFFICE 12-5

$5.00 & $3.00

Th is vveekend at Gaston:
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7:30 & 10:30

Fri., Sat. & Sun.
Feb. 1-3 at 8:30 pm
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Pentagon Papers published by the New York
Times. During the late nineteen-fifties, U.S.
officials in Saigon were publicly optimistic
about Vietnam's prospects under the rule of
Ngo Dinh Diem but were pessimistic in their
reports to Washington.

"While classified policy papers thus dealt
with risks," the account says, "public
statements of U.S. officials did not refer to
the jeopardy [of U.S. policy in Vietnam].
To the contrary, the picture presented the
public and Congress by Ambassador
Dubrow, General Williams (U.S. military
advisor in Vietnam 1955 -60), and other
Administration spokesmen was of continu
ing progress, virtually miraculous improve
ment, year in and year out."

The contradiction between what was
presented to the President and the people
and the reality in Vietnam led to a series of
errors, one compounding the one before.

Two problems are presented here. One is
the problem of outrigh t lies from the
government to the people, the very anti
thesis of the principles of American
democracy; a nation that is supposedly
based on the concept of a government for,
by, and of the people.

The second problem is the con tradition
of the information known and the policy
implemented. This is the fault of the policy

Nixon Policy
Marred by
Weak Bases

"Vietnam" no longer stands for just a
country. It stands for an era in U.S. foreign
relations which has had profound ramifica
tions for American domestic and foreign
policy.

Vietnam was the culmination of many
years of poor policy planning. It is now vital
for the U.S. public to discern exactly why
"Vietnam" happened in order to ensure that
another such fiasco may not occur.

Research has shown that one of the
underlying problems was and is the use of
information by U.S. foreign policy makers.
There were total contradictions between
reports from Vietnam, secret government
policy on Vietnam, and the avowed public
policy laid out by Presidents Eisenhower,
Kennedy and Johnson.

Pentagon Papers

An example of such contradiction is
examined in depth in the book,' The

(Continued from page 9)

that the U.S. ability to provide even greater ..---------------------------------------------------..
and unconditional economic benefits has
been declining."

Nixon Proposal
Great importance was placed on the

participation of such organizations as the
Inter-American Committee on the Alliance
for Progress, and the Organization of
American States in helping to carry out the
new Nixon Doctrine. Unfortunately, great
numbers of Americans, both Latin and
Northern, are disillusioned with these
organizations and, especially in the case of
the OAS, find them futile almost to the
point of being ridiculous. This may be one
of the weakest points in Nixon's policy, for
he depends on organizations which may very
well fail in helping carry out an effective
policy.

Five principles were enumerated in the
October speech to provide a framework for
the policy. The first was a firm commit
ment to the "inter-American system."

The second was a "respect for national
identity and Rational dignity, rights, and
responsibilities." These are very ambiguous
terms that are easily forgotten in the
carrying out of a foreign policy. Thirdly, a
commitment by the United States for
hemisphere development assistance; fourth
ly. a shift in the pattern of U.S. assistance to
one of support for Latin American initia
tives. The final principle is a dedication to
improving the quality of life for all people
within the hemisphere.

Accordingly, the ideal partnership would
be one "in which the U.S. lectures less and
listens more. It should be one in which clear,
consistent procedures are established to
ensure that the shaping of the future of the
nations of the Americas reflects the will of
these nations," said President Nixon.

Pat Newman
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arts

Film Series Opens With Classic

The Script Lacks Quality

Perhaps it would have been better in Spanish, Jack. (Photo by John Gorde)

with the girl upstairs. Busy fellow.
that Harry.

This is a film that should not
have been made. One leaves the
show saying to himself that cen
sorship might not be a bad idea .

Hal Holbrook is also in the
movie. I like him better as Mark
Twain. Enough said.

The second film at the Cer
berus. Fantastic Planet. is a mildly
engaging. animated film from a
Czech-French film company. This
74-minute film is directed by
Rene Leleux, and the animation
in the film is worth the price of
admission.

By not defining its audience,
the film although beautifully
done. misses the point it is trying
to make, It's not a film for every
body. In content, it is a fran k
work.

The Fantastic Planet is a world
where primitive human beings are
dominated by giant blue drogs.
The humans and the drogs are
in a constant state of conflict, and
remain that way until the humans
find a way to destroy their
masters.

The film attempts to say some
thing about peace and co-exis
tence, but the message is too
complicated for young children
and too simple for adults. If
you've got a 14 year-old brother
or sister, they will love it.

If you choose to spend an hour
or so in the land of the Fantastic
Planet, all the same. you won't be
disappointed. The film has some
breathtaking moments. The flight
of the humans from their masters
is wonderfully done and has
touching Biblical references.
Everyone will get the simple mes
sage the film delivers, After that,
what. you get from the film will
depend on what you take into it.

Marvin Laughlin

an appealing Senator in 1937.
This series will continue next

Thursday night with two films,
It '05 a Wonderful Life and Hail the
Conquering Hero. The former,
another Stewart-Capra colabora
tion has been called by both actor
and director the best of his career.
Both are probably right. The
supporting cast, including Lionel
Barrymore and Thomas Mitchel is
nearly as superb.

The series will windup on sue
cessive Thursdays with On the
Waterfront and The Graduate.
The purpose of this series is to
trace the evolving self-perception
of the American man as seen in
the country's most popular and
important screen personalities
through the 30's, 40's, 50's, and
60's. It is an interesting concept,
and with film stars and directors
as fine as these, one easily worth
following through all seven films.

Bill Curry

Magnum Force. Fantastic Planet.
at the Cerberus.

There are two films playing at
the Cerberus that have gotten
much publicity lately. They won't

...be there much longer, but they
will be around town for awhile. If
you get tired of parties that are
too crowded, or the Mounties at
the Tombs. take your Hoyette
Honey to the local movie house
and see a flick.

Magnum Force is another, in a
seemingly never-ending barrage of,
"cop films." This onp is. however,
different from the rest. It's worse.
It is commercial, violent, and a
piece of junk.

Clint Eastwood stars as Detect
ive Harry Callahan. up to his dirty
tricks once again. It took me a
few minutes to gpt used to seeing
him in a business suit instead of
that. crummy poncho, but clothes
really don't make the man. Even
in his new duds, Eastwood can't
act.

The plot (it's there if you look
hard enough) revolves around four
rookie cops who decide that too
many local hoods have been beat
ing the rap on legal technicalities.
The solution they arrive at is:
Murder. It all makes for a grue
some and boring film.

Well, I shouldn't say bor
ing.. _it's not often, however,
that one goes to a movie to see
over twenty people killed, half of
them shot in the head (these guys
are great shots).

For other tidbits: a pimp kills a
prostitute by pouring a can of
Drano down her throat, and a
whole family is murdered in their
backyard pool. Just the usual,
run-of-the-mill mass killing.

Naturally, Harry solves this
s pe IIbinding mystery. In the
meantime, he stops a highjacking,
foils a holdup, and makes it

Cerberus Lays
Magnum Egg

in Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,
of Senator Jimmy Stewart. Here
Stewart, playing an apolitical
small town Midwesterner wins his
fight against Senate approval of
an environmentally unsound dam.
planned for his own home state.
However hokey, Stewart's final
victorious filibuster is still a plea
sure to behold.

Capra's cherubim and sera
phim finales may have left con
temporary undergraduate icono
clasts slightly discomfited; so too
Capra's abiding belief in the es·
sential goodness of America and
Americans. The films are none the
less powerful.

Cooper's John Doe is really the
American Everyman of his day,
and by the end of Mr. Smith Goes
to Washington, just about the
entire audience has to agree that
no matter how noxious a Nixon
ian he may have calcified into,
Jimmy Stewart made one hell of

Larry Gordon

Georgetown student, Jack
Guidone (who also appears as
Nino), spent his time translating
the play from the Spanish.

The Session can be a good
post-midnigh t evening of theatre
if you concentrate on the efforts
of its players and director and do
not linger on the quality of its
script. But such dichotomies are
as impossible as separating the
latent psychiatrist in us all from
the everpresent drama critic. The
"medium" can not be separated
from the "message". And here the
message lacks.

ed with two films, Meet John Doe
and Mr. Smith Goes to Washing
ton. Both are the work of Frank
Capra, the Italian immigrant who
rose in the late 30's and 40's to
become Hollywood's biggest com
mercial success.

Meet John Doe brough t Gary
Cooper to the cover of Time
magazine in 1943, for his portray
al of the quintessential American
loner, who stumbles by unhappy
chance into big time politics.

When Cooper realizes that the
citizen's crusade of which he is
the figurehead, is a fraud and a
power grabbing ploy by party
bigwigs, he attempts bravely, bu t
futilely to blow the whistle on
them. One may find that the
film's gloomy conclusion says
more than a little about the cur
rent inability of exasperated
critics of Watergate to light a
moral fire under Middle America.

More heartening is the success

My favorite of the eleven, how
ever, has to be Pamela Hedin. As
Maria, the accepting/rejecting
Mama symbol, Ms. Hedin runs the
gambit from angelic to castrating.

Director Elaine Blasi
O'Colmain and her actors achieve
some fine moments of power and
tension in The Session. These
points, unfortunately, are often
followed up by disappointingly
cliched scenes which destroy the
play's total impact.

This disappointment is made
keener by the facts that the direc
tor sought out such an unusual
and unproduced work and that a

John Ford's somber, classic
film adaptation of Steinbeck's
The Grapes of Wrath opened The
American Studies Department,
S.E.C. sponsored series, The Com
mon Man as Hero in American
Films, a week ago in McNeir Hall.

For many in the audience. no
doubt long familar with both
director and film, the occasion
served as a moving reminder of
Ford's exceeding technical ability
and artistic stature, both amply
evident in what is arguably his
finest work.

There is, perhaps, no con
temporary film maker, save Berg
man, to whom one can go for
such an exquisite sensibility to the
texture of light and shadow or for
such intensely psychological and
humane portraiture. The acting,
from such as Henry Fonda and
John Carradine, is memorable.
The film, as a whole, is ~reat.

Last night, the Series continu-

S.E.C. Sponsored

Theatre

The Session. bV Pablo Poblacion.
Midnight Theatre at Stage One.

The harshest critic of Pablo
Poblacion's play The Session
would not be a drama reviewer;
rather, it would be a practicing
psychiatrist who had to deal, day
to day, with the difficult business
of healing wounded psyches.

As a piece of theatre, The
Session somewhat succeeds. But
as a supposed portrayal of
psycho-dramatic therapy in a
Spanish asylum, the play comes
off as a cliched presentation of
terribly symplified Freudian
myths.

Making its American premiere
at Mask and Bauble's Stage One,
The Session presents the interest
ing situation of actors playing
patients playing roles.

In hopes of getting to the roots
of men tal problems, these patien ts
are prodded by a detennined
doctor and her two versatile as
sistants to forcefully act out their
Oedipal/Electran hang-ups. Homo
sexuality, paranoia, schizophrenia,
and alcoholism are all convenient
ly laid at the bedroom doors of
Mom and Dad. All types are reo
presented; all get their chance to
bare their kinks to fellow voyeurs.

In the ongoing therapy and
hysteria, several of the actors (the
real ones) resort to the
blink-your-eyes and scream-a-lot
school of acting. Yet despite these
excesses, the M&B production
does have an ensemble of players
who work very hard and who
seem to genuinely respond to each
other.

Ellen Pollan as the ever
questioning psychiatrist makes a
solid appearance in her acting
debut. Michael Meth, the father
figure assistant, comes off very
believable as does Julia Pomeroy
portraying the chain smoking,
alcoholic Trini.
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entertainment

Rogers' Wit and Wisdom

In the true jazz style the
Mangione quartet departed from
the main theme to a battle of
solos. "Ftrewatchers" was next
with improvisational solos by
Gerry Niewood on sax and
Magione. Originally written for a
full orchestra, this piece did not
suffer in the least, even with
"fifty-six less people," but shone
bright and clear as a tribute to the
evolution of jazz.

Bass guitarist Ton) Levin, used
his chance to bring the crowd to
their feet in the concert's last
regularly scheduled song, "Sun
shower." However, the responsive
audience knew that before
Mangione left the stage for good,
he would have to play the group's
most popular single, "Hill Where
the Lord Hides."

Although the Chuck Mangione
Quartet is unfamiliar to the
majority of Georgetown students,
they do have a small but devout
and enthusiastic contingent in the
D.C. area.

As evidenced by their previous
and future engagements, it is
obvious that Chuck Mangione
commands a loyal following
throughoutthe country as well as
the European circuit.

Adrienne King

taining. The sets are mixed with
original and popular composi
tions, each one done in a unique
style.

The band originated as an
experiment to add enthusiasm and
entertainment to the basketball
games. Considering the team's
performance of late. something
had to be done. With each game
the band becomes more and more
appreciated.

are proud to present, as tonight's
opening act, Sonny and
Brownie!" The audience begins
stomping and applauding-all peo
ple are as one.

Sonny Terry and Brownie
McGee were able to pull the
audience up and down the emo
tional scale with the cool ease and
warmth that is both the style and
content of traditional blues. Such
standards as "Lawdy Mama" and
"Someday the Sun's Gonna Shine
Through Your Back Door" had
the ushers shuffling and dancing
and intermittent groups of people
shouting out and clapping in time
to the wailing' rhythm. This in
itself could have easily been the
entire concert.

The old Southern blues duo
left, and four young musicians
devoted to the "new jazz" slowly
walked out. Everyone went wild.

The Chuck Mangione Quartet
began with "Legend of the One
Eyed Sailor," a very loud, fast,
sophisticated piece which proved
expecially striking in contrast to
the previous act.

In was quite evident between
songs that Mangione completely
lacked any kind of stage charts
ma-something that is so vital to
the success of a rock concert.

game, was a combination of the
band with the cheerleaders. The
band assisted the cheerleaders in
some new routines. Undoubtedly
this was the highlight of the game.

In addition to its court-side
performances, Fred Webb's Band
has recorded on the Atlantic label.
Their music is enjoyable, not only
because it adds a new dimension
to the basketball games, but be
cause it is good as well as enter-

Music

Band Is Entertaining Extra

Concert

Imagine sitting in the balcony
in Gaston Hall waiting for the
Chuck Mangione concert to be
gin. The buzz of anticipation
swells up from the main floor as
more and more people squeeze
into the already crowded audito
rium.

A girl quickly analyzes Mangio
nes's Together album which was
released three years ago and
someone else says that they hope
he plays "Hill Where the Lord
Hides."

The announcer comes out and
there is a frantic rush to get
seated. "Ladies and gentlemen, we

Mangione: S.E. C. Success

them boulevards."
Will Rogers' U.S.A. is a very

funny production. In the midst of
such present depressants as The
Exorcist, the losing basketball
team, and eight-hundred-dollar
per-year closets in Copley, I urge
you to take some time off and
cheer yourself up with James
Whitmore and Will Rogers.

Krista Lane

by Diane Rogozinski
Arts Editor

Year after year we hear of the
rebuilding programs being con
ducted in a remote corner of the
University known as McDonough.
The results are somewhat mixed,
but each new step lets us know
that an effort is being made to
draw student support to the world
of athletics.

More than just obvious visual
changes have been made. If you
have attended any of this season's
basketball games you have prob
ably heard a new sound from the
gym.

This comes from the band
which now performs at the games.
It is not the ordinary school band
which one usually associates with
athletic events, but a band which
bills itself as 'music for all occa
sions'.

Fred Webb's Band is an eigh t
piece ensemble which plays every
thing from popular rock and blues
to jazz. And they do it all very
well.

Obviously, there were a few
problems which had to be ironed
out. This is the band's first ven
ture, in court-side entertainment,
and there has been some initial
confusion as far as songs coincid
ing with dramatic plays during the
game.

All this seems to have changed.
The band has adopted their
rhythm to the game's and now
performs before and after the
game, as well as during half-time.

A new dimension which was
introduced at the Holy Cross

Will Rogers referred to D.C. It
premiered at Ford's Theater in
1970, and has been on tour ever
since.

The material was revised, in
this, the second Washington run.
It was much more politically
oriented, covering an area in
which Rogers excels.

Politicians, he says, are child
ren who never grew up; a politi
cian is "a local bandit sent to
Washington to raid headquarters."
As for honesty in politics, "that's
not a slogan, its a miracle."

Rogers has a word of consola
tion for all those aspiring Hoyas
who didn't make it in the law
school crunch, "You can't find a
law school in the country that
doesn't tum out a senator or a
congressman or-if their rating is
really low-a president."

Rogers' wit was not limited to
poli tics; neither is Will Rogers'
U.S.A. His comments vary from
the merits of college ("You take a
kid out of home just when he
reaches the arguing stage ") to a
solution for the gas problem.

In Rogers' time it was a traffic
problem, not a gas shortage.
"Everybody is talking about the
traffic problem. How can they call
it traffic when it ceases to move? I
would allow no cars on the streets
that are not fully paid for. That
would make playgrounds out of

Will Rogers in 1904

__II--_...
Sterti/lf

WIDNI.DAY
Februarye

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
•

1
1

ITheatre

Will Rogers' USA. Ford's Theatre.
"We've got the best politicians

that money can buy." This is not
a contemporary comment on the
Watergate morass, but a quip
made by Will Rogers, who died
nearly forty years ago. His humor,
however, is ageless, as is made
clear in Will Rogers' U.S.A., pre
sently playing at Ford's Theatre.

The format of the show is
simple-James Whitmore, who
plays Will, comes onto the stage as
himself and metamorphases into
Will Rogers before the audience.
It is a complete transformation
and a fascinating one; for the next
two hours one is bombarded with
the wit and wisdom of the famous
cowboy.

Never having seen the original,
I didn't know quite what to ex
pect. JUdging from the comments
of the older members of the au
dience, as well as the popularity
of the show, Whitmore has captur
I'd the essence of Rogers' gum
chewing, lariat tossing, offhand
style.

The set also takes one back to
, an earlier era. It is Rogers' study,

complete with messy desk, antlers
mounted on the wall, and a paint
ing by Charley Russell, the cow
boy artist and Rogers' good
friend.

This is the show's second run
III "the national joke facotry," as

...
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Old Hilltoppers Never Die • • •

great success. The 1965-66 team
seemed headed for a post season
tournament boasting a 16-10
record including two big victories
over a traditionally strong NYl
Violets team.

Unfortunately for Georgetown.
an incident in the stands at one or
the NYU games saddled the Hoyax
with an unforgiving New York
press which publicized the action
in the stands, rather than the
Hoyas' victory on the court.

In 1966 O'Keefe left George
town but remained in coaching
for three years at Ireton High
School. Now he devotes full tim!'
to his job as sales representative
for Herff-Jones and is frequently
seen on campus tending to the
business of class ring sales.

When Tom 'O'Keefe walks
around Georgetown he can savor
many great experiences on and off
the basketball court. The words of
a local sportscaster speaking of
O'Keefe, the Hoya basketball star,
still hold true, "It couldn't
happen to a nicer guy."

For Further
Information Call:

628-2750
Budll~
Rents'lJ..

Tired of sitting In the dorm? Like to go out and do
things? Budget Rent-A-Car can help. Budget rents
G.M. cars. Stop by any Budget Rent-A-Car office
and pick up a form.

Get Into It!
BUDGET NOW RENTS TO COLLEGE STUDENTS

paid off though, as O'Keefe went
on to play in the 1950 East-West
game alongside such names as Bob
Cousey and Paul Arizin, and later
in the N.B.A. with the old
Washington Caps.> With the out
break of Korea, O'Keefe found
himself in the army.

During his tour of duty
O'Keefe got. an opportunity at
coaching, first at Fort Myer and
later at Fort Belvoir where he
became civilian athletic director.

In 1957 O'Keefe joined Hoya
basketball mentor, Tommy Nolan
filling the Freshman team's coach
ing position. In 1960 he took over
the reins from Coach Nolan who
is still baseball coach, and led the
Hoyas to six consecutive varsity
basketball seasons compiling a
solid 82·60·slate.

At that time Georgetown's
basketball program provided for
only a part time coach and paltry
recruiting funds, one tenth of
today's recruiting budget. Despite
those barriers, Coach O'Keefe's
last season at Georgetown was a

Jack Magee and friend. The former Hoya mentor, who guided the hoop
sters for six seasons comments, "Some men never get a chance to live
their dreams and regret it the rest of their lives. I'm glad I did it and got
it out of my system."

• • •

• • •

by Chuck Lloyd
The same spring which saw the

first spade-full of earth turned for
Georgetown's brand new gymna
sium also saw the graduation of
the class of 1950. Among that
class was a skinny guy from Jersey
City named Tom O'Keefe.

In his four years at George
town O'Keefe distinguished him
self on the basketball court by
racking up 1,018 points in a Hoya
uniform. In those days, the Hoyas
played in what is now Ryan
Administration building and be
tween 1946-1950 it was not
uncommon to find Tommy
O'Keefe and a buddy sneaking
onto the floor after curfew for a
few extra minutes of practice.

The risk of breaking curfew

they want a successful program."
"The mistake made at the time

(when Magee was hired) was that
a full-time coach can only be
full-time with the necessary assis
tants and budget. But the em
phasis stopped with just' the
full-time job," Magee continued.

"A big change occured some
ten years ago in the recruiting
set-up. It became very organized
and sophisticated with large sums
of money provided. The school's
name meant less and less to the
player." ,

That would be the change that
convinced Jack Magee he had had
enough of coaching, and the
challenge left to his successor.

Magee has left the coaching
ranks to meet another chalIenge.

The former coach may run out
of gas along with the rest of us,
but he has met the higher
challenge off the court.

season with the Giants, Blozis had
made All-Pro.

At the end of 1943, Blozis' pro
career ended as he was called to
military service. One year later, AI
Blozis was shipped off to France
for active duty.

The star-studded career for AI
Blozis came to a tragic end within
a few weeks of his 26th birthday.
He was killed in action in the
Vosges Mountains on Jan. 31,
1945.

The memory of AI Blozis will
remain with Hilltoppers for many
years to come. As one enters the
Athletic Hall of Fame, the name
"AI Blozis" is hard to miss.
Among the hundreds of awards
that Blozis attained during his
college career, there are two
plaques which reflect more than
his athletic skill. The Bronze Star
Medal and the Purple Heart came
too late for AI Blozis to cherish.
However, Blozis was a man that
did not need to be commended
for what he simply called his
"duty."

They Sell G'town Rings ...

Magee is now the director of
the Youth Highway Safety Ad
visory Group, an organization of
15 young people, ages 15-24, who
advise the National Highway
Safety Administration of the
Department of Transportation on
youth highway safety problems.

"Those are long titles, but
what we really try to do is to
involve young people in state and
local groups to try to save lives.
Of the 57,000 highway deaths last
year, 35 per cent were kids,"
Magee explained.

Since leaving Georgetown,
Magee hasn't been interested in
coaching, at least "not as a
profession. It would have meant
relocating and I wasn't interested.
I'm enjoying the extra time with
my family."

As for Georgetown basketball
today, Magee is "glad they are
making things available to Thomp
son. It's the only thing to do if

AL BLOZIS

military service. After being elect
ed All-American in both track and
football in his senior year, Blozis
joined the N.Y. Giants as an of
fensive tackle. In only his second

Tom O'Keefe (right) in his playing days.

by Peter Morris
"Some men never get a chance

to live their dreams and regret it
the rest of their lives. I'm glad I
did it and got it out of my
system."

Jack Magee, Hoya basketball
coach for six seasons, the first
full-time coach in Georgetown
history and the man who brought
the '69-70 team to the N.I.T.'s-a
feat accomplished only twice
since Georgetown began inter
collegiate basketball, does not
regret leaving Georgetown and
coaching.

"I think I accomplished a
lot-as an NCAA player, an
assistant coach to nationally
ranked teams at Boston College,
and at Georgetown by earning a
spot in a post season tourna
ment-and I don't regret it," said
Magee. "But in retrospect, I think
I had lost my interest and taste in
coaching. "

by Anne Hargaden
In 1938, a lanky young man

entered Georgetown University
who was to become one of the
most distinguished and most
honored athletes the Hilltop ever
produced. His name is AIfred
Blozis. •

Born in North Bergen, N.J.,
Blozis was recruited to George
town after posting impressive high
school records in both track and
field and football.

During his four years at the
Hilltop, Al Blozis proved himself
to be a winner. He set world
records and won many national
championships in his speciality,
the shot put. Blozis was two time
NCAA champion and nine time
IC4A champion. He dominated
track and field competition from
'41-42 and was never defeated in
either the shot put or discuss
event.

When Blozis completed his
college days in 1942, the year our
nation entered the war, his 6'6"
frame was cited to be too tall for

They Run Out of Gas

They Become Heroes
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After being nipped by Catholic in their season opener 41-40, the Hoyettes anticipate a win tonight against
Prince George's. (photo by Keith King)

A Honeymoon Ends
Around the Horn / with Jim Nagle

The honeymoon is over. John Thompson's romance
with the Georgetown student body is beginning to
crumble.

There are no choruses of "good-bye John" yet, but the
Hoya fans are getting increasingly ugly about the
basketball team's mid-season sag.

As the Hoyas stumbled through last week with losses to
Fairfield and Holy Cross and a shabby victory over
pathetic Dickenson it became obvious that the George
town basketball program is once again ailing.

High hopes for an NIT bid have crumbled and a
break-even season is no longer a certainty. The cause of the
Georgetown decay following the upset of St. John's is bad
fund amen tal basketball.

The truth is that Georgetown appears to be one of the
worst drilled teams in the East. The defense IS porous, the
passing careless, and the rebounding uneven.

A man-to-man trap defense has been a blessing for all of
Georgetown's opponents. The Hoyas don't know what
they are doing. Their traps are poorly timed and their
recovery when rivals break through is slow.

Individually Georgetown would seem to have the
capabilities to play fine defense. They have quick guards
and agile forwards. But the adage in baskethall is that
defense is 90 per cent perspiration and 10 per cent
inspiration. The Hoyas fail to fit that formula.

The big men neglect to help out underneath and the
guards are caught too often out of position. Instead the
guards gamble for steals and the big men look for crowd
pleasing blocked shots.

Until Georgetown buckles down on defense they will
lose on the road and wilt against weaker teams at home.

But improved defensive play will not convert
Georgetown's potential into results. Poor passing, once
thought the fault of the point guards, has spread into a
team-wide habit.

While Georgetown generally wins the battle of statistics
for rebounding, they often fail to capitalize fully on their
height advantage.

Against Fairfield the Hoyas were boxed out completely
by the Stags. Concentration lapses frequently permit
smaller players to slip in front of the Hoyas for easy
baskets.

The rebounding, defense, and turnovers are all part of
the same problem. Georgetown has failed to overcome the
obstacle of inexperience. The young Hoyas could not be
expected to mesh so quickly, but improvement was
forecasted.

To date none has come. In fact, Georgetown has
detoriated recently and the result has been fan discontent
with Thompson.

Thompson is probably more aware and UPSf't by the
team's faults than anyone on campus. He has redoubled his
efforts with long practices and skull sessions.

But the Hoyas lethargy persists. Chronic mistakes by
some of Georgetown's most publicized player" plague the
squad.

Thompson may eventually find it necessary to sideline
his most careless players in favor of smarter though less
talented hoopsters.

If not, he may learn to regret his first year statement
that "winning is all that counts."

In fairness though, Thompson can not shoulder all the
blame for Georgetown's disappointing season. 11 h players
work hard on the court, but there is the su-puion that
their pre-game preparation is inadequate.

Concentration is essential on the basketball r 'uurt and
the players must he completely drilled in advau.:« of the
game to succeed in a fast-paced game.

Mental laziness has probably cost the Hova- f. lUI" games
so far this season. In the two home def'eat-. l;Pllrgetown
seemed unprepared 111 the first half.

Better scouting and a more careful formulation of a
game plan will help. but only if the players are wilhng to
bring their minds as well as their bodies to the n'nter circle
at game time.

MEN! -- WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No exper rence
required. Excellent pay WorldWIde
travel. Perfect summer Job or
career. Send $3.00 for intormanon
SEAFAX, Dept. 4-N P.O. Box
2049. Port Angeles, Washington
98362.

be trying to overcome their handi
caps to surpass last year's irn
pressive 10·2 record. The heavy
schedule of mens' home games,
many to be played on Tuesday
and Thursday nights, coupled with
the team's internal strife has reo
suIted in the Hoyettes' inability to
form a coheseive group.

Early in the season, the tearn
nearly disbanded owing to a dis
pute with the coach.

When the team expressed a
desire to seek another coach,
Athletic Director Frank Rienzo
and Women's Athletic Coordina
tor Natalie Paramskas agreed that
it would be impossible to hire a
coach at such a late date.

However, the Hoyettes decided
to play out the season, and they
were faced with the problems of
practice time and home games.
The team usually practices on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings,
but the men have scheduled games
for nearly every Tuesday and
Thursday night.

The Hoyettes resume their
schedule with a game at Prince
George's tonight at 8:00. With the
return of Nemetz and Schmidt,
and some added confidence, the
team should move on toward
another winning season.

BASKETBALL: Saturday:
Penn State, 8: 00
Tuesday: at St. Joseph,
8:00 (WGTB-FM 90.1)

SW I MMING: Saturday:
Rider, 2:00
Thursday: at Sheppard,
4:00

TRACK & FIELD: Saturday:
Cleveland K of C, 6: 00
p.m. Cleveland. Ohio
Sunday: Rutgers, Temple.
St. John's, 12: 30, Prince
ton, New Jersey

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:
Friday: at Prince George's,
8:00
Tuesday: Trinity, 7:30
Thursday: at Hood, 7: 45

WORKERS
GUIDES

HOSTESSES

the loss of two key starters. Both
Cheryl Nemetz and Peggy
Schmidt were sidelined due to
injuries and they are expected to
return to the lineup within the
next few games.

This year's depleted team wil1

LICENSED
BONDED

Howard Cosell the image of
Muhammad Ali stands alongside.
Many people don't like either
Cosell or Ali, but in Cosell, Ali's
battle with the Selective Service is
presented accurately and unemo
tionally. Regardless of how a fan
feels about Ali, it is obvious he
got a raw deal.

Cosell begins the chapter on his
life's history with the following:
"Arrogant, pompous, obnoxious,
vain, cruel, persecuting, distaste
ful, verbose, a show-off. I have
been called all of these. Of course,
I am." Is it any wonder he gave up
law and $30,000 a year to become
a journalist for $25 per week.

Cosell took that job in 1946.
By 1959 he was a leader in sports
broadcast journalism. Humble
Howard feels it is he alone who
keeps the journalism in sports
broadcasting.

The determination of Cosell to
suceed was so intense that Ralph
Houk once told him he resembled
a certain waste product because
he was everywhere. According to
Buddy Hackett. "Some people
hate Howard like poison, while
others just hate him regular."

Cosell is a sports book, but it
puts sports in a new perspective,
that of human life in microcosm.
Cosell is a work wel1 done and a
true commentary on American
life.

by Steven Friedman
"The unmaking of a Brooklyn

lawyer" is Howard Cosel1's des
cription of his metamorphosis from
the legal profession to the broad
casting business. Cosell speaks of
this change, his life in general, and
of course, sports in his autobio
graphy, Cosell. Cosell is a ques
tioning book; it questions Ame
rican values through our chief
leisure-time activi ty, sports.

As his reputation dictates, Mr.
Cosel1 pulls no punches in dealing
with sports. He questions the
Olympics for their usefulness and
attacks their bureaucracy. The
author sees the survival of the
games only if they are radically
changed.

Cosell uses many of the Ameri
can sports personalities to illus
trate a point he wishes to em
phasize. He speaks of Willie Mays
C'not a man of intel1ect, but of
real sensitivity"), Casey Stengel
("I never liked him ... he never
liked me"), Bill Russel1 ("the
authentic athlete of the Sixties"),
Bil1 Bradley ("my wife's choice
for a son-i n-law"), and scores of
others.

Cosell uses the example of the
first black man in the National
League, Jackie Robinson, to il-"
lustrate the ambiguity of racial
equality in America.

When a sports fan thinks of

Bees needed for
escorts to show
VIPS -D.C.
Buzz 527-1756

MEMBER DC CONVENTION
TOURIST BUREAU

by Ned Hogan
The Hoyettes were awarded a

disappointing loss last week,
dropping their opener to Catholic
41-40.

The squad launched its season
on the road, but was hampered by

Book Bonus: Cosell

Injuries Plague Hoyettes;
Prince George~ Tonight

Time Out



Runners Set for Quad Meet

by Bob Gage
Coming off a challenge from the top ranking small college in New York, the Siena Indians,

the Hoya's will face the Nittany Lions of Penn State tomorrow at McDonough Gym. Like the
Indians, the Lions nullify the Hoyas'usual height advantage with a 6'10" center.

Hoyas Hoping to Twist
Lions' Tail Tomorrow Nite

According to Schulze, Schaefer
is going to every expense in order
to ensure the success of the
tournaments, with the publicity
given to the games by each
school's student newspapers to be
the company's only desired com
pensation. The New York based
firm of Sportsplan, Inc. is coordi
nating the details for Schaefer,
with plans just being finalized in
the past week after three month
of negotiations.

With the acquisition of a new
sponsor, many added provisions
have been secured for this year's
tourney. Certified officials rather
than students will be handling all
contests. Complete reimburse
ment for traveling expenses will
be given to each school, and
Schaefer "Circle of Sports" T-
shirts are going to be presented to
every participant. Hefty individual
and team trophies will be awarded
to the top two representatives in
both sports.

Even the overhead instant
replay screen will be in operation
for the afternoon game , an addi
tional cost in the renting of the
Capital Centre. This is a slight
improvement over the site the
game was originally planned for
McDonough Gymnasium.

For added incentive to the
teams still competing on the intra
mural level at each of the twelve
participating schools, Schaefer has
imposed the rule that no all-star
type teams may represent their
college at the extramural cham
pionships.

Schulze emphasized that this is
to ensure that "not just the cream
of the crop type of player has a
shot at going." The past two years
Georgetown has been represented
by the Rhode Island Crabs in the
basketball division, a possibility
for this year's post-season tourna
ment-,

After their bout with the. Siena Indians, the Hoyas are preparing for
Penn State's visit to McDonough Gym tomorrow 'night. (photo by
Frank Berryman)

Schaefer to Sponsor
D. C. Championships

by Jay Rosenstein
1 he name Schaefer Beer

will again be on the lips of
Georgetown students. The
famous brewing company has
decided to take over the
sponsorship of this year's
District extramural cham
pionships in volleyball and
basketball, with the latter's
finals to be held at the new
Capital Center in Largo, Md.

Greg Schulze, Director of In
tramurals here on the Hilltop and
newly elected President of the
D. C. Metropolitan Extramural
Council, stated that he was "tickl
ed to death" over Schaefer's de
cision to bring its involvement
with college extramural competi
tion to Washington.

Senior Pat McNertney, captain of the soccer team, has been selected
to the All-American All-South team. (photo by Tom Hannan)

veen or Hallinan will be dropped."
In summing up the team's

performance during the week,
Coach Lang said, "I am fairly
pleased with the performances for
this time in the season, but I
expect a great deal of improve
ment as the season progresses."

Unfortunately, Bill Lynn's hand
stayed cool as he hit on only two
out of nine shots.

Defensively, the Hoyas once
again showed confusion. At times,
they allowed easy baskets on
mental errors, especially at the
forward positions. The Hoyas shot
only 45 per cent from the foul
line, connecting for only ten
points, while Holy Cross hit 67
per cent of their shots for
23 points.

After the Dickinson game,
Coach Thompson said the Hoyas'
were still "striving for their goal."
Thompson commented, "I don't
like to set specific goals or
numbers. It's like we know where
we want to go and we're not there
yet. But when we get there, we'll
know."

Coach Thompson is demanding
professional effort, attitude and
action from his players. Although
this reaching for prefection has
caused inconsistant play, the
Hoyas are hoping to break out of
their slump tomorrow night
against the Nittany Lions.

were still glaringly present. Em
ploying a jump-switch defense,
which entails multiple man-to
man, zone and press tatics, the
Hoyas' at times, confused them
selves as much as the opposition.

Offensively, the Hoyas' conti
nued fast breaking and still turned
the ball over. Coach Thompson
feels that the erratic ball control is
not attributable to poor disci
pline. "We've got the boys that
can run, so we're going to run. Of
course we'll make some mistakes,
but it's all part of our goal to
develop a top offense."

Against Holy Cross, the Hoya's
were down 49-33 at the half.
However, thanks to some fine
individual efforts, they narrowed
the gap considerably, almost
landing a last minute victory.

Merlin Wilson had one of his
finest nights pulling down 23
rebounds and tallying 16 points.
Once again Jon Smith poured in a
team leading 20 points with
Alonzo Holloway sparking
Georgetown's comeback attempt.

Milrose Games, in the open shot
put event, freshman Fred Batista
turned in another fine effort with
a throw of 49' 81J2" and received
third place. His success has been
phenomenal this year considering
that Batista is throwing a heavier
shot than in high school.

The mile relay of Mighty,
Stampliglia, Sciacca and Brand
veen took third behind Villanova
and Cornell. However, Brandveen
was spiked in the last lap which
caused him ~o have a poor finish.

The two-mile relay took se
cond to Navy and consisted of
Brown, Sichles, Reilly and Caton.
Coach Lang measured the success
of the meet as follows: "I feel it
was successful because it gave
inexperienced runners some big
time competition."

In Monday's Track Classic G.U.
threw their supposed best in the
mile relay. The team of Brand
veen, Hallinan, Stampliglia and
Sciacco took a disappointing
fourth with the time of 3:22.4.

The poor showing was attribu
table to Brandveen's stumble at
the start in the leadoff position.
When questioned where Allen
would fit in the mile relay, Coach
Lang replied, "When Allen returns
to form he will lead off the relay
and at this point, either Brand-

Georgetown must also contend
with a 6'4" Ron Brown, an
AII-ECAC guard averaging twenty
two points a game.

In their continuing climb to
reach the .500 plateau, the Hoyas
task is certainly becoming no
easier. Coach John Thompson
merely refers to Penn State as
a "damn good team" with empha
sis on the "good."

This past week in keeping with
the current trend in movies the
Hoyas flattened the Red Devils of
Dickinson 65-53.

Against a young and under
sized Dickinson team, George
town cruised to an easy and
somewhat dull victory with Jon
Smith pumping in 18 points.
Merlin Wilson in cat-like form,
snared 16 rebounds while
sinking six points. Coach Thomp
son also praised Tim Lambour
who came off the bench spurring
the Hoyas' defense and scoring
when their defense started lagging.

Despite the convincing win, the
same mistakes which have hin
dered the Hoya efforts all year
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by Tom Bianco
After coming off strong

performances in last Friday's
Milrose Games and Monday's
Track classic, the George
town University track team
will compete in a Quadran
gular Meet with Rutgers,
Temple and St. Johns in
Princeton on Sunday.

Sunday's meet will see the
return to competition of versatile
Kevin Allen. Although Allen will
only participate in the 60 yard
hurdles, he is, as Coach Linden
puts it, "invaluable in a meet of
this type because he not only runs
the hurdles but long jumps and
also leads off the mile relay."

The coaching staff appreciates
a meet of this type because of
their philosophy toward George
town track. Coach Lang explains,
"A meet of this type allows us to
Involve all members in competi
tion on the best facilities possible
and an ideal chance for runners to
improve their times. It allows
injured runners to come around
slowly through competition, and
enables us to mix the diet of the
runners by having them switch
events. Most important it gives the
track team cohesion."

In recapping Friday night's

1l~
sports

Allen Returns


